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ABSTRACT
Carbon dots (C-dots) is a new type of luminescense nanoparticles that can be synthesized easily from
natural sources, such as cassava peels. C-dots has been synthesized from cassava peels based green
synthesis using low temperature. The surface of C-dots was passivated by poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)
with variations in volume from 0.5 ml, 1 ml, and 1.5 ml. Luminescense properties before and after
passivasive with PEG characterized using photoluminescense (PL) and time resolved photoluminescence
(TRPL) spectrophotometer. Peak wavelength spectrum of PL shows a red shift when 0.5 ml PEG was
added. However, when the addition of PEG increases, peak wavelength spectrum of PL shows a blue shift.
PL intensity decreased along with increasing of PEG volume. PL intensity influenced C-dots electron time
decay linearly. C-dots electron time decay increased along with decreased of PL intensity. This results
assigned potency that C-dots in water solution can be applied as bioimaging and metal ion and salt
biosensing. however, it needs extra optical measurements to support our discovery.
Keywords: cassava peels, C-dots, electron time decay, FL intensity, PEG

INTRODUCTION
Carbon dots (C-dots) have emerged
recently as one of the most interesting
discoveries in the search for new
nanomaterials (Algarra et al., 2014; Yu,
Nan, & Zeng, 2017; Putro et al., 2019a). Cdots was discovered accidentally in 2004 as
one of the substances produced by the
purification of single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNT) nanomaterials (Pires et
al., 2015; Xu et al., 2004). C-dots are the
newest alternative to nanomaterials that
have been found and show several
advantages over other nanoparticles (Ngu et
al., 2016). C-dots are nanoparticles that
emit light or fluorescent, and are not toxic
compared to similar alternatives such as
quantum dots (Algarra et al., 2014).
The characteristics of C-dots are not like
nanodiamonds (Ding et al., 2014), C-dots

are materials that belong to the class of 0dimensional
nanoparticles
that
are
photoluminescence (Sugiarti & Darmawan,
2015). C-dots below 10 nm have a
framework of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms,
abundant oxygen residues (Fang et al.,
2012) and the surface is coated with groups
of oxygen, polymers, or other species (Bao
et al., 2015; Smagulova et al., 2017; Strauss
et al., 2014; Unnikrishnan et al., 2016). Cdots show characteristics of blue or green
luminescence under UV radiation (Baruah
et al., 2014).
Putro et al., Showed that C-dots made
from cassava peel using the hydrothermal
method and passivated using PEG. The
addition of PEG can increase fluorescence
C-dots,
usually
called
enhanced
fluorescence (Putro et al., 2019b).
Interestingly, we found C-dots made from
cassava peel using the microwave method
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and passivated using PEG, had different
fluorescence phenomena. This addition of
PEG can reduce the fluorescence of C-dots,
usually
referred
to
as
quenched
fluorescence.
RESEARCH METHODS

dots is heated at a temperature of 100oC for
10 minutes so that the colloidal C-dots
dried. Add PEG with a volume variation
(0.5 ml, 1.0 ml, and 1.5 ml) and heated at
temperature of 100oC for 5 minutes. Add 10
ml of aquadest to disperse C-dots and PEG,
respectively.

Synthesis of C-dots
10 gr of cassava peels crush using a
blender with 100 ml of aquadest as a
solvent. The cassava peels solution is
filtered to get the extract which will be used
as a precursor for the synthesis of C-dots.
30 mL of precursor solution was put into a
cup and heated using a 450 watt microwave
oven for 40 minutes so that the solution
settled. The precipitate obtained was then
added 30 ml of distilled water and stirred
using a 260 rpm magnetic stirrer for 10
minutes so that the precipitate could be
completely dispersed.
The solution obtained was then filtered
using 40 mesh filter paper to separate
carbon deposits and C-dots. Furthermore,
the solution obtained from the filtration was
centrifuged with 10000 rpm for 10 minutes
to separate the remaining carbon deposits
and agglomerated particles to obtain clear
colloids. Scheme of synthesis and
passivated of C-dots can be seen in Figure
1.

Characterization of C-dots/PEG
All samples were characterized by
optical
properties
using
a
PL
spectrophotometer with a 420 nm excitation
source from a picosecond laser diode and
produced a PL intensity spectrum. In
addition,
all
samples
were
also
characterized using a time resolved TRPL
detector with excitation source from laser
pulse and a 500 nm longpass filter to time
electron decay C-dots.

Figure 1. Scheme of synthesis and passivated of Cdots

Figure 2. Photoluminescence spectra of colloidal Cdots

Passivated of C-dots
The pasivasive process on the surface
of C-dots was carried out by adopting the
methods (Putro et al., 2019b). 0.2 ml of C-

All types of C-dots have PL emissions
at wavelengths independently of the
excitation wavelength (Bao et al., 2015).
The PL spectrum of colloidal C-dots

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
PL is the emission or emission of light
from an excited state in an electronic
transition spontaneously after absorbing
light. The PL process can basically be
observed in the position of the spectrum,
dynamics and efficiency to obtain relevant
information. This spectrum informs about
the energy difference between the excited
state and the ground state which serves as
the first indicator of material application
(Kozák et al., 2016).
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synthesized using the microwave method
for 40 minutes and PEG-passivated can be
seen in Figure 2. The peak of the maximum
PL wavelength of colloid C-dots
synthesized using the microwave method
for 40 minutes and PEG passivated with a
variation of 0.5 ml, 1.0 ml and 1.5 ml
respectively were 507.98 nm, 509.82 nm,
508.90 nm and 503.85 nm, each with
maximum PL intensity of 13734 au, 2742
au, 2176 au and 1731 au.

composition (Ding et al., 2016; Fatimah et
al., 2017).

Figure 4. Time-resolved photoluminescence spectra
of colloidal C-dots

Figure 3. Curve relationship between peak PL
intensity and wavelength of C-dots

The peak of the PL wavelength
spectrum when adding 1 mg/ml of PEG
shows redshift. But when the addition of
PEG increases, the peak of the PL
wavelength spectrum shows blue shift. PL
intensity also decreased with increasing
PEG volume. The relationship between
peak intensity and maximum PL
wavelength can be seen in Figure 3. The
shift in peak wavelength and maximum PL
intensity observed at peak PL intensity is
ascribed to the carboxyl group and the
degree of oxidation on the surface structure
and not from particle size, meaning the PL
C-dots is not like quantum dots
semiconductors. Surface oxidation serves as
the center of exiton capture so as to produce
PL that is related to surface conditions.
Higher oxidation levels on the surface of Cdots suggest more surface defects (Ding et
al., 2016). In addition, we suspect that the
difference in PL C-dots intensity is due to
its molecular density and content

Electron time decay is an important
characteristic
of
light
emitting
nanoparticles. The difference in electron
time decay corresponds to different
electron-hole recombination mechanism
(Zhang et al., 2013). Electron time decay
measurement are used to determine the PL
properties that show several energy levels
(Jiang et al., 2018). Electron time decay
measurement are carried out under the
excitation pulse and decay is recorded after
the excitation pulse finished (Kozák et al.,
2016). Decay dynamics of C-dots can be
analyzed by exponential multi decay
models assuming a maximum of three
discrete components (Nevin et al., 2014).
The electron curve time of C-dots colloidal
decay synthesized using the microwave
method can be seen in Figure 4. The time of
decay of C-dots electrons synthesized using
the microwave method 40 minutes before
being passivated and after PEG was
passivated with a volume variation of 0.5
ml, 1.0 ml and 1.5 ml in a row were
3.743411 ns, 3.765122 ns, 4.178492 ns, and
4.247472 ns.
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Figure 5. The relationship between PL intensity and
Electron time decay C-dots

The position of the PL spectrum at
maximum intensity and electron time decay
on C-dots colloids is related to PL
phenomenon events. The relationship
between PL intensity and Electron time
decay C-dots can be seen in Figure 5. PL
intensity affects Electron time decay on
colloidal C-dots. PL intensity decreased in
each sample along with the length of
Electron time decay on C-dots before being
passivated and after PEG was invasive with
variations in the volume of 0.5 ml, 1.0 ml
and 1.5 ml, respectively. The short electron
time decay can show that the electrons
directly return to the valence band in pulsed
laser excitation. Meanwhile, the longer
electron time decay shows that there may be
an additional energy level between the
valence band and the conduction band.
Short electron time decay shows high
emission efficiency (Campos et al., 2017).
In this case, C-dots which are PEGpassivated showed a longer time electron
decay as the increase in PEG volume
increased from 0.5 ml, 1.0 ml and 1.5 ml. In
addition to PL intensity that can affect the
time electron decay, changes in the
functional groups of molecular binding (for
example, breaking bonds) also affect
emitters due to oxidation, aging and other
modifications of organic molecules (Nevin
et al., 2014).
CONCLUSION
C-dots were successfully used using
PEG with volume variations of 0.5 ml, 1.0

ml and 1.5 ml. The addition of PEG volume
variations can affect the peak wavelength
and PL intensity, and the time of decay of
electron C-dots. The peak of the PL
wavelength spectrum when adding 1 mg /
ml of PEG shows redshift. But when the
addition of PEG increases, the peak of the
PL wavelength spectrum shows blue shift.
PL intensity also decreased with increasing
PEG volume. C-dots that are passivated by
PEG show a longer time of electron
shedding as the increase in PEG volume
increases. These results provide the
potential for C-dots in aqueous solutions to
be applied as bioimaging and biosensing
metal ions and salts. However, additional
optical measurements are needed to support
our findings.
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